Introduction
Art is a central link in the chain of social culture. In history of any artistic culture there are several basic subjects which form its foundation. However, quite often minor phenomena in culture are of equal significance. A concept of 'Minority vs. Majority' [CMvsM] includes an aspect of art studies that directly refers to classification of art works. The concept [CMvsM] becomes particularly essential in the study of small fine art forms evolution, which attained considerable development in the cultures of multiple Asian and African states. Moreover, trends and genres of small forms of sculptural, pictorial and graphic arts affect almost all domains of human life. They become reflections of specific features common to an extensive group of art works belonging to a particular era, nation, or social group. The analysis of various art forms and styles performance in the context of artistic culture within the framework of the concept [CMvsM] contributes to identification of both internal regular patterns, as well as external determinants of its development.
Throughout history Chinese artistic culture has elaborated a fairly complex system of diverse art forms and styles. Chinese export art, being created particularly to satiate constantly growing appetite of the Western world for Chinese goods, holds a specific place among them.
Consideration of Chinese export art as a 'minority', in relation to historically fostered traditional forms of Chinese pictorial art, in the framework of the concept [CMvsM] determines the focus of the present article. It should be noted, despite being regarded as insignificant in terms of artistic merits Chinese export painting, nonetheless, managed to cover a modest segment in the European market in the XVIII -XIX centuries. Unlike most other types of Chinese decorative and applied arts, Chinese export painting until recently has never been taken as a subject of scientific research. Moreover, it is essential, that the total number of works which are kept in funds of museums and libraries in Russia, Europe and the USA, that could be referred to Chinese export art, is still unknown (Tseshinskaya 2007: 211-40 ).
In China ample genres and styles of drawings, compiled in albums or made on single pieces of paper for marketing use, managed to win public's affection. However, they have always been considered marginal in relation to traditional pictorial arts (Vinogradova 2004: 207) . This happened due to the fact, that in the Qing period these albums were produced mostly with a particular cognitive objective. For instance, 'albums of the ethnic group Miao' dated the first third of the XVIII century, which included images of the Miao, the Hmong and other ethnic minorities inhabiting the south-eastern part of China (modern province of Guizhou), were designed for imperial officials. Other albums that can serve as example are: 'The Qing imperial paintings representing the peoples-tributaries' of 1751, pictures of folklife (民俗画 minsu hua) and other illustrated catalogues with ethnographic subject matter. In a blink of an eye they gained popularity among various social groups inside of the country and, what is more important, they were taken for mass production specifically for the Western market (Vinogradova 2013: 33; Popova 2009: 6-11) . The overarching ideology of Chinese art rooted in great antiquity was maintained by all social classes; however, it almost did not affect such dynamically replicated form of pictorial art in the XVIII-XIX centuries, which had as its main function representation of everyday life scenes of Chinese people. This particular kind of knowledge tremendously attracted the Europeans. From aesthetic point of view, according to the Chinese tradition, export pictorial art could be positioned in a rank of 'minority', because in the XIX century the artistic manner of albums' creators was considerably westernized. The anonymity of the authors indicates low rate of artworks artistic value, whether they were full-featured albums or separate watercolor paintings performed on European paper, or miniatures on pith. Unfortunately, the authorship is very difficult to discover, however, today we know few names of artists such as Lamqua, Tingqua, Sunqua, Youqua, who set up their workshops in Canton, where the 'paintings for strangers' were manufactured (Clunas 1984: 81-83) . Besides that, both European and Chinese scholars until the beginning of the XXI century had never perceived Chinese export painting, particularly watercolor miniatures on pith paper, as works of art. That is why there are no comprehensive academic studies on the subject (Chen 2001:10-11; 44) . That adds complexity to the problem of attribution and overall research of Chinese export painting for modern art historians. According to this, the goal of the current research was set: the study of the watercolors collection in funds of the National Library of Russia (the NLR). The research process was aimed at solving the following set of tasks:
-determine the main plots and motifs of the artworks included in the collection of the NLR; -compare the collection of the NLR with western collections of Chinese export painting; -introduce unrenowned works of Chinese masters from the collection of the NLR for scientific use;
-determine the place of the NLR collection in the ranks of similar collections worldwide.
In the last twenty years a significant number of Chinese export albums was published.
Specifically that concerns the miniatures on 'rice' or 'edible' paper, which, as a matter of fact, were executed on pith paper. However, as it was previously mentioned, a shortage in comprehensive works on the subject is still in evidence. One of the most notable works on different aspects of Chinese export painting written in the Russian language was done by E. A. should be drawn to a collection of woodblock prints and a set of three albums stored in the Prints Department, which were transferred there in the second half of the XX century. Thus, the completed albums of Chinese export art are located in the fund of Dorn, 'The Chinese new series' and in the Prints Department of the NLR.
A matter of significance that should be emphasized is the range of surfaces used for creation of artworks comprising the Chinese export painting collection in the funds of the NLR. The artists utilized such materials as Chinese and European paper, silk, and, exceedingly popular among Chinese masters of the XIX century, a sort of paper produced from a saw cut of Tetrapanax Papyrefera, known in the Western world as pith paper and in China as tongcao zhi (通草纸). A substantial part of the NLR's collection is manufactured using pith paper. There is no an irrefragable answer to explain reasons for such media diversity, however, to some extent it complicates the process of complete paintings attribution. Further work would demand the authorship attribution, sources of production and circumstances, under which the pictures and albums became the part of the library's funds. However, before proceeding to overall description of the collection, a specific notice should be brought to the materials used for the works production.
In the beginning of the XIX century, Europe was amused by extraordinary vividness and colorful imagery of Chinese watercolor paintings, executed on thin, smooth, translucent and velvety paper. Structurally it drastically contrasted with those two types of handmade paper that prevailed in Europe at the time -wove paper and laid paper.
Laid paper is also known in Europe as paper vergé, which means striped in French. Laid Initially, linen and hemp pulp, used in manufacturing, caused exceptional durability of paper, which affected the demand for it for over half a millennium. Its reign lasted until 1756, when, in Great Britain, the elder James Whatman revolutionized the paper-making industry. He invented, what is today known as wove paper (known in other parts of Europe as Vélin). Originally, it was woven on a textile loom, thus the name 'wove paper', moreover, when viewed by transmitted light it represents a cloth-like appearance. In twenty-five years the production of wove paper spread quickly to other paper mills in Great Britain, and was also being developed in France and America. Despite the popularity of wove paper, laid paper did not disappear, however, the fields of its application reduced significantly. Yet still in 1820s laid paper was manufactured under Whatman's trademark (Balston 1992).
Along with that, the glossy luminous material that arrived from distant mysterious China became a curios novelty for the sophisticated European society. Small in size, typically measuring about 20 by 30 cm, bright and colorful images of flowers, animals, birds, daily life scenes at once became best-selling souvenir among the Europeans. They were commonly presented under the lids of glass boxes or in albums upholstered with silk. Particularly for every single picture a foundation made of thick paper or silk was prepared, after being mounted on it, the picture was framed usually with blue silk ribbon or paper tape of average width of 1.5 cm.
Shortly after their emergence on the European continent, these paintings started to be recognized as 'rice-paper watercolors', but it was a misnomer (Green 2014: 2-5).
Smooth and glossy texture of this paper differs drastically from that slightly ribbed, rough surface of rice-paper. Moreover, it was missing a number of properties that made rice-paper so beloved and, thus, widespread among Chinese elite artists. Its surface could not absorb liquids instantly and well enough to be applied for the traditional rice-paper technique of ink washing.
Neither this sort of paper was suitable for the classical European art of watercolors. The sheet surface structurally resembled a honeycomb. Paint applied in thick layers filled the hollows of the cells, it was not absorbed completely, even more, it did not spread around the surface causing some amount of paint being left on top, thereby creating a three-dimensional effect of the image.
Scrupulous study of the sheet structure had shown that it is missing fibers, which are common for any other type of paper. This fact brought scientists and restorers to a conclusion: this material was not, what was called paper, in the conventional sense. Thus began the search for the source of the material, which initially was mistakenly accepted in Europe as rice-paper Nevertheless, in China and Taiwan the plant was known under the name of tongcao (通草).
Prior to its appearance in the West, pith paper had also been used for manufacturing of toys, artificial flowers, butterflies and, when reduced to powder, was sold as Chinese medicine (Green 2014: 13) . Expansion of trade and cultural exchange between China and Western countries had found a new application to the material. At once it boosted into a prosperous industry of pith paintings production.
In 1757, under an imperial decree Canton (modern Guangzhou) was declared to be the only The drawings measuring 28.5 cm by 18 cm are mounted on base sheets of the same size and framed with a one-centimeter-wide blue silk ribbon. Moving forward a little, the binding of the other two albums are executed in a similar manner. The fact that several sheets of pith paper have insignificant defects, mainly cracks along the sheets' edges cannot be neglected. Restorers pointed out that over time cracks appear at the mounting spots, since silk, paper and pith paper react differently to changes in temperature and humidity 5 . Despite these damages, the preservation can be considered to be in a good state. In terms of artistic value, the illustrations appearing in the album are repeated in a fair amount of collections, some of them could be found in the Internet. The differences between works of various collections are small and consist in the nuances of color palette and ability of an artist to draw in details. To take as an example an image of a bird on a junk's aft, displayed on one of the drawings in the album, which is stored at the Prints Department. From similar images it is distinct in the wrong representation of the right wing, choice of colors both of the bird and its background. The last page of the album could be referred to one of the most interesting works in the collection of the NLR. An official ceremony is displayed, where a Manchu Emperor and
Empress are listening to a report (Fig. 1) . Unfortunately, exactly this image has suffered the most damages: the sheet itself has deformed, what led to numerous cracks, which, consequently, resulted in losses of several elements. Despite these defects, the value of the drawing cannot be of the ruling couple. In the background, towering over the audience, the seated on a throne for the drawings. In this case, traditional Chinese yellowish rice paper was used. It was easy to determine it due to distinctive roughness and ribbed texture, as well as owing to thinness and flexibility of sheets. Every album sheet acts as a base, to which a sheet of rice paper with a picture of the following stage of sugar production is attached. It might be assumed, that the album from Canton, or, if to be more specific, a part of it, which is currently kept in the NLR, was created in the end of the XIX century; to date it more precisely 1860-1899 6 . Presently, the circumstances under which this and the French album, mentioned above, entered the collection are being defined.
Single sheets of Chinese export painting in the collection of the National

Library of Russia
Among the materials kept in the NLR, that refer to Chinese export art, a collection of Zakhar Beijing. September 1827.)' was created by a master Bai Ruose (白若瑟) (Fig. 2) . The materials used for it are ink, tempera and whitewash. Characters and numbers in the picture indicate places and operating units. There is high probability, that the painting was drawn in Beijing Kunming Lake' (Yakhontov 1993:190) (Fig. 3) deserves a particular attention. It should be pointed out, that due to the searching scrutiny of the materials the attribution error was detected.
The picture caption denotes a certain place -Kunmin Lake (昆明湖). It is a well-known manmade lake located on the grounds of the Summer Palace in Beijing known as Yihe yuan (颐和园 ʻGarden of Harmonious Peace'). Its creation was commissioned by the Qianlong Emperor (the work being carried out between 1750 and 1764). Scenery presented in the painting is easily recognizable, since the depicted bridge still exists within the perimeter of the Summer Palace.
Owing to the lettering made by the hand of the Chinese artist in the image, with complete certainty it can be said, that the painting represents one of the six most famous bridges of the Summer Palace -Wavy Tapestry Bridge (绣漪桥), which was built during the first stage of the garden complex construction. secondly, a good state of preservation, although a painting comes as a single sheet, not as a part of an album set. It might be assumed that the painting was executed in the Beijing workshop, specialized on pith watercolors production, which Carl Crossman made mention of (Crossman 1991:199-200 ).
The second painting of grand significance within the collection is called 'The Manchu women playing go 7 ' (code: fund 1272, № 57) (Fig.4) . The medium used for it is not paper, pith, 7 Go -(Chin. Weiqi 围棋 -literally 'encircling game') a traditional Chinese strategic board game, originated in ancient China more than 2500 years ago. Go is played on a grid of black lines (usually 19X19). Game pieces (stones) of black and white color are played on the line intersections. The objective of the game is to surround a larger total area of the board with stones than the opponent by the end of the game.
As to the painting on silk, four women are placed in a richly decorated room, which can be considered as a walk-through room. Three noble ladies are located in its center, sitting at the 
Conclusion
The history of the Chinese export art collection in the funds of the National Library of Russia on the one hand is inextricably linked to the history of relations between Russia and China in the XIX century and on the other hand connected with a cultural phenomenon in the 'Celestial Empire' such as artistic painting export to the West. The Imperial Public Library acquired these works of art in the XIX century. Nevertheless, Chinese export art in the funds of the NLR became a subject of scientific researches only in the 1980s. As it has been noted above, throughout last decades the main attention was drawn to the collection of Z. 
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